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Truth
Our morally relative world is filled with confusion and chaos. Thankfully, we can find the
absolute Truth in God and His Word.
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Devotional

Only Six Percent
A recent study reports that only six percent of teens today believe that moral truth is
absolute. Not good. Young people basically see life as a...
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Devotional

Six Percent

A recent study reports that only 6 percent of teens today believe that moral truth is
absolute. I knew it wouldn?t be high, but that?s really low....
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One Truth
To many campers, truth is a relative thing. "Being close counts, doesn't it?" they ask.
Not exactly. During one of the ice-breaker games for the...
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Fundamentals
Scripture is the basis of our faith. But, sometimes, I think we get so caught up in life that
we start to look at familiar...
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How Firm is Your Base?
One of the most overlooked participants on a competitive cheer squad, especially when
a routine is going well, is the...
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Weigh Nothing Light
Leader: Weigh nothing light on my soul Are you still in control Student 1: 3,000 children
and teens a day see their parent?s...
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Video

2015 Daily Camp Theme Video- Day 2 - Truth Wins
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Article

Home Stretch: Clark Kellogg
From a spiritual perspective, my parents raised us according to the Christian norms that
were prevalent in the late ?60s,...
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Bible Study

The Training - Get Focused Study
?If I had only thought ahead I wouldn?t be in this situation.? ?? 16-year-old Steve, after
losing the use of his legs from...
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Bible Study

Speak the Truth, Live With the End in Mind - Daniel Study - Chapter 9
Living with the end in mind is key to my confidence today. If, as a coach, you knew the
final score of the game was in your...
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